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Clustering transitions in vibrofluidized magnetized granular materials
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We study the effects of long-range interactions on the phases observed in cohesive granular materials. At
high vibration amplitudes, a gas of magnetized particles is observed with velocity distributions similar to
nonmagnetized particles. Below a transition temperature compact clusters are observed to form and coexist
with single particles. The cluster growth rate is consistent with a classical nucleation process. However, the
temperature of the particles in the clusters is significantly lower than the surrounding gas, indicating a break-
down of equipartition. If the system is quenched to low temperatures, a metastable network of connected
chains self-assemble due to the anisotropic nature of magnetic interactions between particles.
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Vibrofluidized inelastic spherical particles are an impo
tant model system which capture the essence of dissipa
interactions on the statistical properties of dry noncohes
granular materials@1#. This system has emerged as an imp
tant test bed to investigate the applicability of dissipat
kinetic theory@2,3#. Experiments measuring the position a
velocity of individual particles show the formation of clu
ters, non-Gaussian velocity distributions~to varying extent!,
and the violation of equipartition@4,5#. In a number of ap-
plications, additional cohesive interactions often exist due
the presence of moisture, electrostatic screening, and ma
tization @6#.

In this paper, we introduce a system consisting of mag
tized particles inside a vibrated container. This enables u
study the effect of long-range attractive interactions on
formation of clusters and the velocity distributions of coh
sive granular materials. Nonmagnetic particles are a
present in our system to define a system temperature
depends on the vibration amplitude of the container. A g
like phase of magnetized particles is observed at high sys
temperature. If the system is slowly cooled below a tran
tion temperature, compact clusters precipitate and grow
time. If the temperature is rapidly quenched, an exten
mesh of particles is observed to self-assemble due to
anisotropy of the interaction. The structure and growth of
clusters is consistent with both a classical nucleation proc
and recent theories of the dipolar hard sphere model@7–10#.
However, the velocity distributions and the associated gra
lar temperature of the free and clustered particles show
influence of dissipation and cohesion.

The idealized interaction between two dipolar ha
spheres separated by distancer is defined as

U5UHS1
1

r 3
~mW i•mW j !2

3

r 5
~mW i•rW i j !~mW j•rW i j !, ~1!

whereUHS corresponds to the hard core repulsion inter
tion, mW is the dipole moment, andrW is the interparticle vector
connecting the centers of dipolesi , j . This type of interaction
has been put forth as an extremum model for ferroflu
@11,12#. If the potential is averaged over all possible dipo
arrangements, the familiarr 26 van der Waals interaction i
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recovered. This implies that such systems should have a
defined liquid gas transition. However, extensive simulat
and theoretical work on the dipolar hard sphere model h
not conclusively determined the existence of critical pha
transition. Recent experiments on ferrocolloid suspensi
suggest the existence of a liquid gas transition, but o
questions still remain@13#. Other experiments using nicke
coated glass microspheres in a liquid solution have found
existence of ring and meshlike states@14#.

The particles used in our experiments are chrome s
spheres with a diameter ofs50.3 cm~with a high degree of
sphericityds/s;1024) and massm50.12 g. Each sphere
has been placed in a ramped field of 13104 G to embed a
permanent moment ofm;1022 emu per particle. The appa
ratus consists of a 30.0 cm diameter flat, anodized alumin
plate, with 1.0 cm sidewalls and a clear acrylic lid, that
weakly coupled through a rigid linear bearing to an elect
mechanical shaker. The system is leveled to within 0.001
to ensure that the plate is uniformly accelerated. The m
sured acceleration of the plateG5Av2/g, whereA,v are
the amplitude and angular frequency andg is the acceleration
due to gravity, is varied betweenG5023.0g, at v
5377 rad s21. Image data is acquired through a high spe
Kodak SR-1000 digital camera with a spatial~temporal!
resolution of 5123480 pixels~250 frames s21). The cover-
ing fraction of magnetic particles,f, defined as the ratio o
the area of the particles to that of a close packed monola
is varied fromf50.01→0.15. We also place glass particle
of equivalent mass, with a fixed volume fraction offp
50.15 to introduce additional stochasticity into the syste
The glass particles act as thermal carriers to ensure tha
the magnetic particles condense, the temperature of the
tem does not go to zero.

The granular temperature is defined asTg5 1
2 m^v2&. By

measuring velocity components along the two horizon
axesvx,y , we build a distribution of velocities whose width
given by the second moment, determines the granular t
perature. The form of thevx,y distributions deviate from a
Gaussian consistent with previous observations@4#. The sys-
tem temperatureT, is determined by the velocity distributio
of the gas of both magnetic and nonmagnetic particles.
will return to a more detailed analysis of the velocity dist
butions for the gas and clustered phases after discussing
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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nature of the clusters. Our experiments begin by maintain
a gas of magnetic and glass particles at a particularf. By
loweringT, a fraction of the magnetic particles begin to se
assemble into the simple structures shown in Figs. 1~a–c!.
We define the temperature at which this occurs as the tra
tion temperatureTs . These structures are transient, and o
time will evolve into large clusters that coexist in the stea
state with single particles. An example where a single r
has grown in time to form an extended cluster, is shown
Fig. 1~d! @15#. However, clusters of a very different confo
mation are produced ifT is quenched far belowTs . Figure
1~e! is an example of the system after a rapid quench. T
extended mesh will eventually rearrange to take on a m
compact form, therefore, we consider this phase to b
metastable version of the clustered phase.

To characterize the gas and the clustered phases obse
and the nature of the transitions, we plot the phase diag
~Fig. 2! @16#. The connected line shows the transition te
peratureTs as a function off. AboveTs , short lived dimers
and trimers are observed along with single particles, bu
and below this temperature, small seeds of magnetic part
@Figs. 1~a–c!#, precipitate from the gas. Initially seeds ta
on the form of short chains that quickly become either rin
or more compact states~it is noteworthy to mention tha
rings >4 particles are energetically more favorable than
chain of equal particle number@12,14#!. Figure 1~d! shows
an image of the system withf50.09 after 1092 s atTs . If T
is increased aboveTs , clusters show hysteretic behavio
This hysteresis depends on the ramping rate ofT, and is not
observed to disappear over laboratory time scales. There
it appears that the observed phase transition is first orde

In the gas phase, we measure both the velocities of
nonmagnetized glass particles and the magnetized steel
ticles and find that their distributions are indistinguishab
Figure 3 shows the distributions of velocities atf50.09 for
each particle species, viz, the gas of glass particles, the g
magnetized steel particles~prior to and after nucleation of a
cluster!, and the particles within a cluster. The data sho

FIG. 1. Examples of chains~a!, rings ~b!, and crystallites~c!
observed. Rings appear be the most stable configuration. The
bar denotes 1 cm.~d! Snapshot of the system atf50.09, whereT
is lowered toTs from the gas state after 1092 s.~c! The system at
f50.15 after a rapid quench from the gas state into the netw
state. Images~c,d! are the size of the system.
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corresponds to the system in Fig. 1~d!, although the results
are the same for different values off. When particles nucle-
ate into clusters the fluctuations in the particle positions co
pared to the surrounding gas dramatically decreases
shown by the narrow distribution in Fig. 3. However, th
surrounding particles still have a temperature identical to t
of the pure gas phase. The ratio of the system temperatu
the cluster temperatureTc is T/Tc'60. This effect is inher-
ent to the nonequilibrium nature of this system, where effe
due to friction limit thethermal agitations expected in the
constituent particles that comprise gels and polymers@17#.
The existence of a finite measurable temperature in the c

ale

rk

FIG. 2. ~a! The phase diagram of temperatureT versus the cov-
ering fraction of the particlesf. The plate accelerationG, scaled by
gravity, is also shown for clarity. A gas phase consisting of sin
particles and short lived dimers and trimers are observed abo
transition temperatureTs that depends onf, shown by the solid
points. To evaporate a cluster in the gas phase one must go paTs

denoted by the hysteresis region. BelowTs , dimers and trimers ac
as seeds to the formation of compact clusters that coexist
single particles@Fig. 1~d!#. If T is rapidly quenched from the ga
region to very lowT highly ramified networks of particles form
@Fig. 1~e!#.

FIG. 3. The probability distribution functionsP(v) of the veloc-
ity components in the gas and clustered phases on a log linear s
(L) The PDF’s for the magnetic particles in both the gas a
clustered phases. The narrow distribution is from particles withi
cluster and the broad distribution~of the same symbol! is for the
surrounding gas. (h) Magnetized and (d) glass particles in the ga
phase. The velocities are absolute velocities given in (cm s21) not
rescaled by the temperature. The solid line is a Gaussian fit to
magnetized gas distribution.
2-2
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tered phase does imply, however, that particles are still
bilized, which can be seen by the substantial rearrangem
that occur during cluster growth. By utilizing the Hoshe
Kopelmen @18# cluster identification algorithm individua
clusters that form atTs are identified. We are then able t
track each clusters’ size, center of mass, and radius of g
tion. This method was also employed to measure the t
perature of a single cluster and the surrounding gas.
average number of particles contained in a cluster^nc&
5nc /n, wheren is the total number of clusters formed,
plotted versus the radius of gyrationRg ~Fig. 4!. n is unity
for most times, but may vary at very short times. This d
was obtained for 1092 s immediately afterT was lowered to
Ts . Using the scaling relationnc;Rg

d @19#, we measure the
compactness of the clusters. Figure 4 clearly shows a cr
over in the dimensionality of the clusters. Clusters withRg
,5.0s follow closely to the spatial dimension. As the num
ber of particles per cluster increases with time the trend
the fractal dimensiond at all f, is more consistent withd
51.460.1. This implies that clusters are initially more com
pact and become more extended as they grow. The chan
dimensionality can be understood by observing the growth
a cluster. As particles join the cluster they do so by form
highly mobile chains that are tethered by one end to
surface of the cluster. If the free end of the chain is able
connect back onto the cluster an excluded area is establis
During this process free particles may become trapped by
chains, which in time can produce rearrangements and
opening of these regions. This can be seen by a close ins
tion of Fig. 1~d! and in Ref.@15#.

Next, we plot the cluster growth rates by measuring
number of free particles atTs for variousf. We find that the
average radiusr c given by nc

1/d (n51 for Fig. 5 over all
time! contained in a cluster grows linearly as the surround
free particles are depleted to a saturation value determ
by f. The change in the linear growth ofr c to a more ar-
rested rate is caused by two effects. As the clusters grow
number of free particles is reduced and, therefore, the gro
rate must decrease as the system approaches steady
Datasets shown in Fig. 5~a! correspond to clusters that nucl
ate close to the center of the cell. Clusters are mobile
eventually drift to the edge of the cell@see Fig. 1~d!#. Due to

FIG. 4. Average cluster sizênc& versus the radius of gyration
Rg /s. The scalinĝ nc&5aRg

d , wherea5p2/2A3, shows a cross-
over atRg;5s indicating that the clusters become more comp
and become more extended.
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depletion forces@20#, the cluster will never be able to retur
to the center of the cell once in contact with the sidewall.
a result, half of the surface is not absorbing free partic
therefore the growth rate is further decreased.

To characterize the temperature of each cluster and
phasize its difference from the system temperature, we m
sure the cluster temperatureTc as a function of time atf
50.09@Fig. 5~b!#. Tc is not only observed to be much lowe
than the surrounding gas phase, but also observed to
crease with increasing cluster size.

Finally, we discuss the metastable network phase tha
observed within the clustered phase, shown by the sha
region of the phase diagram~Fig. 2!. This phase@see Fig.
1~e!#, directly demonstrates the inherent anisotropy of
potential described in Eq.~1!. This phase is attained b
quenching to aT far belowTs from the gas state. When th
energy of the system is dramatically decreased in this m
ner, the particles quickly form chain configurations becau
locally the head-to-tail alignment is energetically most fav
able. However, as discussed above, when the length of
chain is>4 particles, the energy of the chain can be furth
lowered by bending into a more compact structure. At lo
temperatures the probability of overcoming the potential b
rier of bending is decreased, therefore, we are able to obs
the metastable state that is comprised mostly of string
objects for a longer period of time. It is self-consistent th
the deeper the quench, the longer the network phase
vives, which is compounded even further by the dissipat
interactions between particles. However, it is interesting t
this phase shows similarities to recent Monte Carlo simu
tions of quasi-two-dimensional~2D! dipolar hard spheres
@21#, where dissipation is not considered.

In summary, we visualize the nucleation of clusters in
nonequilibrium system by using magnetized granular ma
rials. We have directly investigated the nature of the clust

t
FIG. 5. ~a! The radial growth rater c /s at T5Ts for eachf.

The solid lines are fits to the data over a time when the cluster is
in contact with the wall. The apparent crossover in growth rate
due to a finite size effect. Linear growth is consistent with a Wilso
Frenkel growth process, where individual hard spheres are abso
onto the cluster. Symbols for eachf50.03 (n), 0.05 (h), 0.07
(L), and 0.09 (d). ~b! The cluster temperatureTc as a function of
time for f50.09. The temperature of the surrounding gas rema
at a constant value ofT5Ts52.2 g (cm s21)2.
2-3
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formed by measuring their temperature, dimensionality,
their growth rates. The temperature of the clusters is foun
be considerably lower than the gas phase indicating a br
down of equipartition. We also find that the phenomenolo
of the clusters is similar to that shown by recent work
dipolar hard sphere models, including a networked ph
@10,21#. Although our system is weakly dissipative, it ma
provide still useful insights on the nature of phase transiti
d
h,
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in ideal dipolar system due to our ability to directly visualiz
and tune the particles in the experiments.
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